
    SA711XA-1 smeg 70cm ceramic electric cooktop, touch control

  ID091013 
Code SA711XA-1

EAN 37060120861611
size 700mmW x 520mmD x 55mmH

cutout 660mmW x 490mmD

finish black ceramic frameless surface

edge bevelled ceramic

zones four plus two expansion zones

controls touch

heat levels nine per zone

timer 1–99 minutes programmable 
cooking times, simultaneous and 
variable times, audible signal

residual heat hot surface ‘H’ LED warning

elements all high-speed series 8 ribbon 
elements, full heat 7 seconds

warranty in-house, two years parts and labour

kitchen timer INDEPENDENT 1-99 minute timer 
with audible signal

PLEASE NOTE: smeg ceramic cooktops are highly-efficient 
cooking surfaces. They are at their most efficient with flat-
based cooking vessels. We recommend stainless steel exterior 
based vessels — that is, the surface be of stainless steel. This 
flat stainless steel surface will help preserve the unblemished 
look of the ceramic surface and help avoid scratching and 
permanent marking. High-quality cast-iron surfaces may also 
be suitable.

“GO AND STOP”
For improved energy and time efficiencies, when a heat setting is 
selected for a particular zone, full power is applied for a very brief initial 
phase before it returns to the preselected heat level. This pre-emptive 
heat aid is referred to as ‘go and stop’ in the cooktop’s accompanying 
instruction booklet.

AUTOMATIC STOP
Each zone can be preset with an individual cooking duration (up 
to 99 minutes). This timed cooking can be selected for respective 
different times on different zones — that is, all zones can be operated 
simultaneously and at different time settings. When the individual zone’s 
timed cooking duration elapses, the controls will flash ‘00’ and an 
audible signal will emit.

KITCHEN TIMER
The cooktop’s controls can also be used as an independent, variable 
countdown timer with audible end signal. Range is one through 99 
minutes.

THERMAL OVERLOAD PROTECTION
For safety, the cooktop will default to ‘OFF’ in any extreme conditions, 
such as a continuous overflow of boiling fluids or a utensil cooking its 
contents dry. Cooking can only be resumed after the fault has been 
cleared from the electronic LED safeguards. Also for safety reasons, 
cooking cannot resume automatically — it must be manually restarted.

WARNING:  technical specifications and product sizes can be varied by the manufacturer, without notice.  
Cutouts for appliances should only be by physical product measurements.  The above information is 
indicative only. 
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A 155mm diameter zone: 1200 watts

B 125mm diameter inner zone: 700 watts
190mm diameter expansion zone: 1700 watts total

C 140mm diameter inner zone: 1000 watts
220mm diameter expansion zone: 2200 watts total

6300 watts total, 27 amps hard wired
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NB: THESE DRAWINGS ARE NOT TO SCALE — THEY ARE TO ASSIST ONLY.

CUTOUT:  660mmW x 490mmD

packaged dimensions 840mm x 605mm x 80mm = 0.041 cubic metres
gross weight 11.7kg
net weight 10.7kg
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